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Fostering : vicarious liability  



Vicarious liability : statutory framework 

will care for and bring up as we would a child of our own 



The statutory limitations 

the regulations did not give the 
local authority or its visiting social workers day-to-day control over 
the way in which the foster parents provided care for the child. 
That was a matter for the foster parents, consistently with the 
objective of giving the child a normal experience of family life



Vicarious liability – 2 stage test 



Vicarious liability – KLB v British Columbia

Hence, while foster parents act in furtherance of a public purpose, they must 
operate independently of day-to-day state control if they are to meet the 
goals of foster care.  



Vicarious liability – Males J.

it is essential to the whole 
concept of foster parenting that the local authority should not have 
that control



Non-delegable duty  



Non-delegable duty – fostering  



NA in Court of Appeal 

• Vicarious liability 

Micro management of the 
day to day family life of foster children, or of their foster parents in 
the manner in which they create the day to day family 
environment, would be inimical to that which fostering sets out to 
achieve… 



NA in Court of Appeal

not

is not a function which is an integral part of the positive duty assumed 
by the LA because the LA cannot itself provide foster care, but can only arrange 
for it to be provided by others

• “ discharged rather than 
delegated 

“



NA in Court of Appeal 



NA in Court of Appeal  

• to impose a non delegable duty on a local authority would be unreasonably 
burdensome and, in fact, contrary to the interests of the many children for 
whom they have to care – defensive practice ( reluctant to place )  



NA in Court of Appeal  

this would affect 
the willingness of of the local authority to take what would otherwise be 
seen as the manageable risk of allowing the child to live at home, thus 
reducing the chance of reuniting the child with his or her own family where 
that would, in fact, benefit the child



To supreme court – feb 2017  



NA – what will happen? 



In the supreme court.. 
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Consent – the context 







Sexual Offences Act 2003 



Consent



Consent

• What is consent – Judge considers various jurisdictions – issue of fact 
• Did the Claimant in fact freely consent to the assaults given the background of 

emotional manipulation or whether apparent consent is vitiated by manipulation 

• No statutory provision in civil law stating when consent can or cannot be given 

• “the age of the claimant when taken with all the other circumstances is clearly a 
relevant factor in determining whether he did consent and if so that consent was 
freely given”  [ reluctant consent ? ]  



Consent

The issue here is whether any consent was given freely or whether 
because of the background it could not properly be described as 
consent. The issue of whether mere submission can amount to 
consent is starkly raised



Consent - 4



Consent – 5  

The claimant allowed it to happen, he submitted to what Father Launday was 
doing and was prepared to go along with it. That in my judgment, does not 
amount to consent”



Consent – 6  

• Does abuse of position of trust  negate consent ? 

• Can one go behind the claimant’s view that she considered it 
consensual at the time?  


